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ABSTRACT

In this work, we have successfully cross-linked the different weight ratio of Chitosan-PVA blend
with sulfuric acid. The effect of cross-linker on the properties of blends are studied by using
different experimental technique. The cross-linked membrane provides higher ion exchange
capacity due to the procurement of extra ionic hooping sites in the membrane. The compatibility
of the blends are confirmed from the FTIR and DSC analysis. The crosslinking reaction fastening
the phase transition behavior of the blends which reduces the glass transition temperature. The
highly compatiblized cross-linked blend provides higher tensile strength and lower modulus at
moderate temperature. The significant reduction of weight loss was observed in a cross-linked
membrane which enhances thermal stability of the blend. The group which are responsible for
higher methanol cross-over are consumed by the cross-linking reaction and a drastic reduction
of methanol cross-over was observed. The proton conductivity of the blends are obtained by
performing experiment in a four probe impedance analyzer and fitting the EIS data in an equivalent
circuit model. At moderate temperature, the cross-linked membrane provides higher proton
conductivity than the pure membrane and the proton transport was controlled by Grotthus
mechanism. The cross-linked membrane provides higher proton conductivity and membrane
selectivity which is beneficial for DMFC design.

KEYWORDS: Cross-linked Membrane, Storage Modulus, Methanol Cross-over, Proton Conductivity,
Membrane Selectivity, DMFC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel cell is considered to be a potential
candidate to replace fossil fuel due to their high
power density, low toxic emission, simplicity
of operation and rapid start-up at room
temperature [1-3]. Fuel cell is an excellent
electrochemical device which continuously
converted chemical energy like hydrogen,
methanol to electrical energy with more than
80% efficiency [4, 5]. Recently, direct methanol
fuel cell (DMFC) received greater attention for
stationary and portable application due to their
high power density, cheap price of fuel, high
energy density of fuel, simplicity of design and
extremely low emission of hazardous
pollutant[6-8]. Polymer membrane is the vital
component of direct methanol fuel cell which
is used as an electrolyte. Currently, Nafion is
considered to be a suitable candidate for fuel
cell due to its higher proton conductivity and
favorable mechanical, thermal and chemical
stability. The major drawback of Nafion
membrane includes its higher cost, extensive
methanol cross-over, poor mechanical and
thermal stability at swelling condition which
limits the potential application in DMFC. The
higher methanol cross-over across the
membrane decreases voltage and power
density of the DMFC[9-12].

Chitosan and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) receives
greater attention for the development of fuel cell
membrane in the past few years due to their
favorable properties [13-14]. The chitosan obtained
from the shrimp shell are biocompatible, low
cost of production, natural abundance and
environment friendly [15]. The chitosan based
membranes have the ability to reduce methanol
cross-over across the membrane which
enhances fuel cell performance [16-20]. The PVA

membrane gain popularity for DMFC
application due to its hydrophilic nature, higher
electrochemical selectivity, better mechanical
and thermal stability[21-23]. The pristine PVA and
chitosan membrane provides poor mechanical
and thermal stability due to their higher degree
of crystallinity which increases modulus of
elasticity. To enhance the physiochemical
properties and proton conductivity, both
chitosan and PVA are blended together [24-27].
The chitosan-PVA blend provide higher
electrochemical selectivity, better mechanical
and thermal stability. The blend provides better
proton conductivity at lower temperature [28].
However, at lower temperature fuel cell
performance was drastically reduces due to
the poor management of water which is the
biggest issue in fuel cell. To negate the above
issue, fuel cell is operated at higher
temperature i.e. near to boiling point of water.
The state of water i.e. bound water and free
water in the membrane plays a significant role
for the proton transport and are controlled by
Grotthus mechanism [29]. The blend provides
poor proton conductivity at higher temperature
due to the drastic reduction of free water in
the membrane which restricted proton
transport by Grotthus mechanism. The bound
water content in the membrane plays a
significant role for the enhancement of proton
conductivity at higher temperature [29]. The
bound water content of the composite
membranes can be enhanced by cross-linking
reaction [30-31]. To enhance the performance of
chitosan-PVA blend, cross-linking method is
adopted. In this work, we have fabricated the
different composition of chitosan-PVA blend
and are cross-linked by sulfuric acid. The effect
of sulfuric acid on the physiochemical
properties of chitosan-PVA blend are studied.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTIONS

2.1 Materials and Method

Chitosan from shrimp shell (≥75% deacetylated),
Polyvinyl Alcohol Powder (Mw 89000-98000, 98%
hydrolyzed), Glacial Acetic acid (>98%), Conc. Sulfuric
acid (99%), Methanol (100%) are purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, USA. Sodium hydroxide, Hydrochloric acid and
Sodium chloride are purchased from Noble Enterprise
Berhampur, Odisha. All the chemicals were used without
further purification. The deionized and distilled water
was produced using a Millipore water purifier, Milli-Q
direct water purification system.

2.2 Membrane Preparation

The solution casting method was a conventional
approach for the fabrication of polymer membrane
and all the composite membranes are prepared by this
method. For preparing chitosan-PVA blend, chitosan
and PVA solution are prepared separately. For
preparing chitosan-PVA blend of 10:90 weight ratio,
4.5g of PVA and 0.5g of chitosan powder are mixed
separately with distilled water and glacial acetic acid
respectively. The PVA powder was dissolved in a 50
ml distilled water at 65°C for 1hr on magnetic stirrer.
Similarly, chitosan solution was prepared by mixing
chitosan powder in a 50ml acetic acid (1 vol. %) solution
for 1hr on magnetic stirrer followed by sonication.
The 1 vol. % acetic acid solution was prepared by
mixing 1ml glacial acetic acid with 99ml deionized water.
Finally, the both solution were mixed thoroughly on a
magnetic stirrer followed by sonication. After mixing,
the obtained homogeneous solution was poured in to
a flat glass Petri dish and kept it in a hot air over for
drying at 35°C and 24 hr. During drying, volatile solvent
and moisture was evaporated and a thin sheet of film
was obtained. The thin sheet of film was peeled out
from the Petri dish and labelled as CP. The similar
procedure was followed for the preparation of 20:80
and 30:70 weight ratio of chitosan-PVA blend which
were labelled as CP-1 and CP-2 respectively. All the
blends are sulfonated by crosslinking with sulfuric
acid. For crosslinking, the membrane was dipped in a
2M H2SO4 for 24 hr. After 24 hr., the membranes were
removed from the sulfuric acid solution and were
labelled as CPH, CPH-1 and CPH-2 respectively. The

possible reaction scheme of chitosan-PVA blend during
membrane synthesis was shown in Figure 1. During
mixing, the chitosan and PVA were interacted with the
strong intermolecular hydrogen bond which is shown
in Figure 1(a). There is also an intramolecular
interaction between the ether group and hydroxyl
group by strong hydrogen bond in chitosan chain. The
chitosan and PVA are interacted with each other by
intermolecular linkage and there is no chemical
modification of the polymer chain. The chitosan-PVA
composite membrane were cross-linked with sulfuric
acid. During crosslinking reaction, a new bond was
created between the amino group of chitosan and
sulfonate group of sulfuric acid which linked the
chitosan and sulfuric acid by strong ionic bond. The
chemical modification of polymer chain due to the
cross-linking reaction is shown in Figure 1(b). When
sulfuric acid was added for crosslinking, it produces
two ions H+ and SO4

2-. The amino group present in the
chitosan converted to NH

3
+ by protonation of H+ ion.

The NH3
+ and SO4

2- ions are interacted with each other
by strong ionic bond. As the reaction time increases,
the membrane was cross-linked by the diffusion of
SO4

2- ion between the amino groups and are interacted
with each other by strong ionic bond as shown in
Figure 1(b).

2.3 Ion Exchange Capacity (IEC) and Water
Uptake

The ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the membrane is
defined as the amount of ion responsible for proton
transport. The amount of ion responsible for proton
transport in the membrane is calculated by performing
titration test. Before titration, the membrane was dried
in a hot air oven for 2hr. at 60°C and placed in the 0.1M
HCl solution for 24 hr. After protonation, the H+ ion
(proton) present in the solution was transported to the
membrane. The amount of H+ ion transported to the
membrane was measured. For measuring the amount
of H+ ion, the protonated membrane was placed in the
0.1M NaCl solution for 24 hr. to exchange the H+ ion of
the membrane with Na+ ion of the NaCl solution. After
ion exchange, the amount of proton present in the
solution was measured by titrating with 0.01M NaOH
solution. The IEC of the membrane was calculated by
using the following expression.

≥
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Figure 1: Reaction scheme of chitosan-PVA blend cross-linked with sulfuric acid.

IEC (meq/g) =                   (1)

Here VNaOH is the volume of NaOH solution taken for
titration, CNaOH is the concentration of NaOH solution,
0.01M and Wd is the dry weight of membrane.

The water uptake capacity (%) of the blend was
calculated by measuring dry and wet weight of the
membrane. The membrane was dried in a hot air oven
for 2 hr. at 60°C and measured its weight, Wd. Then the
dry membrane was dipped in a deionized water for 30
hr. and at a particular interval of time, weight of
membrane was measured. The above procedure was
continued till the membrane achieved an equilibrium
water uptake and measured its weight, Ww. The water
uptake capacity (%) of the membrane was calculated
by using the following equation

     (2)

Here Wwet and Wdry are the weight of wet and dry
membrane respectively.

2.4 Methanol Permeability

Methanol permeability test for all the fabricated blends
was conducted in the glass diffusion cell. The principle
for measuring methanol permeability across the
membrane in a diffusion cell was reported in our earlier
work [32]. During experiment, the methanol permeated
across the membrane was collected from the receiver
end of diffusion cell and its concentration was
measured. The concentration of methanol was
measured by measuring its refractive index by SSU
Abbe Refractometer (Model No. SSU 58). The methanol
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concentration was found from the calibration curve
plotted between the refractive index and the
concentration of methanol. After measuring the
methanol concentration in the receiver end, the
methanol permeability across the membrane was
calculated by using the following equation

                          (3)

Here P is the methanol cross-over across the membrane
in cm2s-1, CB (t) and VB are the methanol concentration
at time t and volume of liquid collected from the receiver
end respectively. L and A are the thickness and
exposed area of the membrane. CA (t0) is the initial
methanol concentration in compartment A.

2.5 Proton Conductivity

The proton conductivity of the membrane was
measured by measuring its membrane bulk resistance
(Rb) in four probe impedance analyzer equipped with
the temperature sensor. The membrane was interposed
between the two SS electrodes which are connected
with the external load. The experiment was conducted
at different temperature with a frequency range of 0.1-
106Hz and 0.05V. The bulk resistance, Rb was obtained
by fitting the experimental EIS data in an equivalent
circuit model. The Randles circuit model is the most
appropriate model of the obtained EIS data. From the
model parameter, Rb was obtained for all the fabricated
membrane. The proton conductivity of the membrane
was calculated by using the following equation.

                                           (4)

Here σ is the proton conductivity of the membrane in S/
cm, L is the thickness of the membrane, A is the surface
area of membrane and Rb is the bulk resistance of the
membrane.

3. Membrane Characterization

3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Analysis

The different function group present in the membrane
was confirmed by FTIR peak analyzer (IR-Prestige 21,
FTIR spectrometer, M/S Shimadzu Corporation, Japan).
For performing test, the dry sample was placed in the
sample holder and infrared light was passed with the

wavelength range of 400-4000cm-1. The appearance
of a strong peak at different wavelength region confirms
the present of functional group in the membrane.

3.2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

The crystalline and amorphous phase of the sample
was studied by XRD (Philips, PW1720, USA) machine.
The sample was grinded in to power form and placed
in the sample holder of XRD machine. The X-ray light
generated by Cu-kα radiation at 40kV and 30mA was
passed at a scanning rate of diffraction angle (2θ)
ranges from 5-85°.

3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis

The phase transition behavior and glass transition
temperature of the sample was studied by DSC (Perkin-
Elmer DSC7, MA, USA). The 5mg of sample was placed
in the sample holder and heated from -70-300°C under
N2 atmosphere at a heating rate of 10°C/ min. The
experiment was performed with two heating cycle and
one cooling cycle at a fixed rate of 10°C/ min.

3.4 Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The thermal degradation behavior of the polymer sample
was studied by TGA (Perkin-Elmer TGA, MA, USA).
The 5mg of sample was placed in the sample holder
and heated from 28-800°C at a fixed heating rate of
10°C/ min under N2 atmosphere.

3.5 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The effect of temperature on the mechanical response
of the sample was measured in a DMA (Q800 model, M/
S TA instruments, USA). For analysis, the samples were
prepared into the dimension of 41×8.5×3mm and tested
as per ASTM D5026 standard. The test was conducted
at a heating rate of 5°C/minute from 28-300°C under
nitrogen atmosphere in a variable frequency mode
(oscillatory amplitude of 0.2mm).

3.6 Tensile Test

The tensile strength, strain rate at break and elastic
modulus of the polymer sample was measured by UTM
(UTM3382, Norwood, MA, USA). Prior to testing, the
samples were prepared as per ASTM D638 (Type I,
gauge length 50mm). The tensile test was performed at
a crosshead speed of 10mm/min at 23°C and 54%
humidity.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Studies

The chemical structures of the pure and cross-
linked chitosan-PVA blend membrane were
qualitatively analyzed by FTIR technique and
the obtained IR spectra of all the sample is
shown in Figure 2. The strong characteristic
peak observed at 600cm-1 is assigned to C-C
bond which signifies the non-compatibility of
the blend membrane. There is no peak at
600cm-1 for CP membrane which confirms the
compatibility of the blend. The strong peak
observed at 1100cm-1 is assigned to C-O group
of chitosan and PVA. The peak intensity of C-
O group decreases for CPH membrane due to
the crosslinking reaction. The crosslinking
reaction depleted the hydroxyl group which
reduces peak intensity of C-O group.

Furthermore, the amino group (-NH
2
) of chitosan

was protonated by sulfuric acid during
crosslinking reaction. The appearance of a
strong peak at 3400cm-1 confirms the formation
of N+H bond in CPH membrane. The sulfonate
group was interacted with the amino group by
a strong ionic bond which can be confirmed by
the appearance of a strong peak at 1200cm-1

and assigned to O=S=O stretching. The peak
intensity of O=S=O stretching in CP membrane
was higher than the CP-2 membrane. The
amount of sulfonate group interacted in the CP
membrane was higher than the CP-2
membrane. The strong peak appeared at 1400
and 2900cm-1 for all the membranes are
assigned to C-H bending and stretching
respectively. The strong peak appeared for all
the membrane at 1650cm-1 is assigned to N-H
bending of the amino group.

Figure 2. IR spectra of different composite membrane.
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4.2 X-ray Diffraction Studies

The amorphous and crystalline phase of the
composite membrane was evaluated from the
XRD profile. The xrd profile of the different blends
are shown in Figure-3. From the XRD profile,
the amorphous and crystalline phase are
confirmed by the appearance of broad and
narrow peak respectively. The peak intensity
for the crystalline phase are high as compared
to the amorphous phase. The literature reveals
that the PVA shows three sharp peak at 10°
(002), 19.8° (101) and 28° (200) plane and the
chitosan shows a crystalline sharp peak at
10.3° (002), 15.2° (002) and 21.9° (102) [33, 34].
In this work, the sharp peak appeared in the
pure chitosan-polyvinyl alcohol blend at 9 &
33° (002), 18° (101) and 28° (200) are assigned
to the crystalline phase of polyvinyl alcohol and
chitosan. In case of chitosan and polyvinyl
alcohol, hydroxyl group and amino group are
responsible for the degree of crystallinity. The
peak intensity of chitosan-polyvinyl alcohol
blend at 9° (002) gradually increases with the
decreasing of polyvinyl alcohol (wt. %) in the
blend. The reduction of the amount of polyvinyl
alcohol in the blend greatly influence the
interaction of hydroxyl group present in chitosan
and polyvinyl alcohol. All the hydroxyl group
are not interacted with each other by hydrogen
bond and the unreacted hydroxyl group are
responsible for the increment of peak intensity.
The amount of unreacted hydroxyl group in the
CP-1 and CP-2 membrane are higher which
enhances the peak intensity. The crosslinking
reaction with sulfuric acid reduces the
crystalline phases of the blend. The amino
group which is responsible for polymer
crystallinity are reacted with sulfonate group
and depleted the crystalline domain. The degree

of crystallinity of the blend membranes are
calculated by using the following expression

             (5)

Here, γ
c 
is the degree of crystallinity of the

composite membrane (%), A
C
 is the area of

crystalline phase, A
A
 is the area of amorphous

phase. The degree of crystallinity of the blends
are calculated from the peak of XRD profile in
origin software and reported in the Table 1. The
result indicates that the significant increment
of crystalline degree of the blend with the
reduction of PVA content. The maximum
crystallinity was found in CP-2 membrane
followed by CP-1 and CP respectively. The
amount of unreacted hydroxyl groups are higher
for CP-1 and CP-2 membrane which enhances
degree of crystallinity. The compatibility of the
CP membrane was confirmed from the IR
spectra and the blend contents lower unreacted
hydroxyl group. The intermolecular interaction
of hydroxyl group in CP blend reduces
unreacted hydroxyl group and depleted
crystalline phase of the blend. However, a
significant increment of hydroxyl group was
observed in CP-1 and CP-2 membrane. In case
of cross-linked membrane, the CPH
membranes has the least degree of crystallinity
than CPH-1 and CPH-2 membrane. The amine
groups are reacted with sulfuric acid and
depleted the crystalline domain. The highest
reduction of crystalline degree was observed
for CPH membrane followed by CPH-1 and
CPH-2 respectively. The amount of sulfonate
group reacted in CPH membrane was higher
than the CPH-1 and CPH-2 membrane. The
amino group responsible for degree of
crystallinity in CPH membrane was depleted
resulting the enrichment of amorphous phase.
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4.3 Ion Exchange Capacity and Water
Uptake Studies

The water uptake (%) and IEC of the blend
membranes are reported in Table-1. The water
uptake capacity of the blend increases with
the increment of chitosan weight %. The
increment of water uptake in the blend was
due to the hydrophilic nature of chitosan. The
maximum water uptake (%) was found for CP-
2 followed by CP-1 and CP respectively. The
chemically cross-linked CP membrane provides
higher water uptake capacity. The water
molecules are bonded with sulfonate group by
strong hydrogen bond and thereby increases
water uptake capacity. Although the
crosslinking reaction reduces free volume and
the membrane becomes more dense, compact
and tortuous. But the sulfonate group present

in the membrane absorb water by chemically
bonded with water and increases water uptake
capacity. The significant increment of water
uptake capacity was observed for cross-linked
CP-1 and CP-2 membranes due to their higher
incompatibility in structure and the possibility
of the higher void volume. The number of water
molecules absorbed per the sulfonate group
increases due to the presence of more void space
in the membrane which eventually increases
the water uptake capacity. On the other hand,
IEC of the blend membrane decreases with the
increment of chitosan weight %. The CP
membrane shows higher IEC than CP-1 and
CP-2 membrane. The reason for the reduction
of IEC in CP-1 and CP-2 membrane was not
known. The crosslinking of the blend membrane
with sulfuric acid significantly enhances IEC

Figure 3: x-ray diffraction plot of the different composite membrane.
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which was observed in CPH, CPH-1 and CPH-
2 membrane. The CPH membrane shows
higher IEC than CPH-1 and CPH-2 membrane.
During crosslinking reaction, SO

4
2- ion diffuses

in to the membrane and created an extra ionic
sites in the membrane. The creation of an extra
ionic sites in a cross-linked membrane is
responsible for the enhancement of IEC. The

ionic sites in a blend membrane act as a proton
transport channel. Moreover, the protonation
of amine group in the cross-linked blend
enhances ion exchange capacity. The amount
of SO

4
2- ions diffuses in the CP membrane was

higher than the CP-1 and CP-2 membrane.
Hence, the CPH membrane provides higher IEC
than CPH-1 and CPH-2 membrane.

TABLE 1: Physiochemical properties of the composite membranes at room temperature.

Samples Water IEC χχχχχc (%) Tensile Elastic Methanol
 Uptake (%) (meq/g) Strength Modulus Permeability,

(MPa) (MPa) P×10-7 (cm2/sec.)

C P 133 0.575 15.46 42.08 1379.41 2.42

CP-1 136 0.413 18.24 38.73 1250.23 3.18

CP-2 145 0.328 22.34 20.41 402.46 4.67

CPH 138 0.832 8.32 46.12 448.44 0.34

CPH-1 147 0.71 12.46 41.28 387.19 1.46

CPH-2 154 0.64 17.38 23.82 405.44 1.74

4.4 Thermal Property Studies

The effect of temperature on the phase transition
behavior of composite membranes are studied
from the DSC heating scan. The glass transition
temperature and melting temperature of the
composite membranes are obtained from the
endothermic peak of heating curve. The DSC
heating curve of the different blends are shown
in Figure 4. The summary of the DSC profile
are tabulated in the Table 2.  In the table, T

g1
:

glass transition temperature of PVA in the blend,
T

g2
: glass transition temperature of the chitosan

(in case non-compatible blend) and blend (in
case of compatible blend). The two stages of
phase relaxation was observed for non-
compatible blend. The two stages of phase
transition was observed in CP-1 and CP-2 blend

which signifies the non-compatibility of the
blend. The appearance of two endothermic peak
signifies the glass transition temperature of the
blend species. The first and second peak
corresponds to the glass transition temperature
of polyvinyl alcohol and chitosan. But in the
case of CP membrane, only one phase
transition was observed and the first
endothermic peak corresponds to glass
transition temperature of the blend. All the
membrane shows a sharp endothermic peak
at higher temperature which corresponds to
melting temperature. The CP membrane shows
lower glass transition temperature than CP-1
and CP-2 membrane. The well suited firmly
interacted CP blend has lower crystalline
domain than CP-1 and CP-2 membrane and
the polymer chains are move freely. But in case
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of CP-1 and CP-2 membrane, the mobility of
polymer chains are restricted by the crystalline
domain which delays phase transition from
glassy to rubbery state. However the
crosslinking reaction significantly reduces
glass transition temperature of the blend and
the CPH membrane provides lower glass
transition temperature. The crystalline domains
are depleted which fastening the mobility of
the polymer chain. The melting temperature of

the CP membrane was higher than the CP-1
and CP-2 membrane. The chitosan and
polyvinyl alcohol are firmly interacted with each
other which delays the melting of blend. On
the other hand if the membrane was cross-
linked with sulfuric acid, the melting
temperature decreases. At higher temperature
the sulfonate ion in the blend catalyzed the

Figure 4: The reheating curve of the different composite membrane obtained from the DSC scan.

oxidation reaction which degraded the polymer
backbone.

The thermal stability of the polymer blend are
studied by TGA thermograph. The weight loss
curve of the different polymer blends are shown
in Figure 5. From the TGA curve, the three
stages of weight loss was observed for all the
membrane. The first stage of weight loss was
observed in the range of 80-200°C. The main
weight loss was occurred due to the evaporation

of loosely attached volatile solvent and water.
The solvent used for the fabrication of polymer
blend was glacial acetic acid (boiling point:
118°C) which evaporated in this stage. The
weight loss curve of all the polymer membranes
are similar during the first stage of weight loss.
There was slight increment of weight loss in
CP-1 and CP-2 membrane due to the higher
loss of carbon in the polymer backbone. The
loss of carbon atom was due to the
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incompatible structure of the blend resulting
the weak interaction of polymer chain. The
carbon atom are detached from the loosely
attached chain even at lower temperature.
When the polymer blends are cross-linked with
sulfuric acid, the thermal stability of the
membrane was enhanced by the strong
intermolecular linkage which suppress the loss
of carbon atom. The weight loss was occurred
due to the loss of volatile solvent and water
only. The water molecules are strongly attached
with the sulfonate group which delays the
evaporation loss of water. Hence, lower weight
loss was observed in the cross-linked
membrane. The second weight loss stage for
all the membrane was observed in the range of
200-400°C. The polymer membrane were
degraded due to the thermal oxidation of
oxygen function group and thermal

desulfonation of sulfonate group. The
desulfonation of the sulfonate group was
occurred in the cross-linked membrane on the
temperature range of 300-400°C. The presence
of sulfonate group in the cross-linked
membrane delays the degradation of polymer
chain. The weight loss due to the thermal
oxidation of oxygen function group was
occurred in the range of 200-300°C for all the
membrane. In case of pure blend, the
maximum weight loss was observed in CP
blend followed by CP-2 and CP-1 blends. The
residual bound water was evaporated during
this stage. The reason for higher weight loss in
a compatibilized CP blend is clearly not known.
It may be due to the presence of higher residual
bound water which evaporated during this
stage. Moreover, the carbon atoms are
detached from the polymer chain which resulted

Figure 5. The weight loss curve of the blends obtained from the TGA.
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higher weight loss. The cross-linked membrane
provides higher thermal stability at the
temperature range of 200-300°C. The bound
water was strongly interacted with the sulfonate
group and prevents the evaporation loss of
water. But when the temperature exceed 300°C,
sulfonate group catalyzed the oxidation reaction

and the polymer chain degraded faster. During
this temperature range, higher weight loss was
observed in the cross-linked membrane. The
third weight loss stage was observed in the
temperature range of 450-800°C. During third
stage of weight loss, polymer backbones are
degraded. The cross-linked membrane shows

TABLE 2: The summary of the DSC and TGA data of different blends.

     Sample Tg,1(°C)  Tg,2 (°C) Tm (°C)                    TGA profile data

1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage Final
of weight of weight of weight Residue

loss at loss loss at 790°C (%)
200°C (%) between  450°C (%)

200-400°C
(%)

CP    —- 120.57 280.17 6.29 68.36 88.18 6.87

CP-1 136.05    —- 286.76 7.66 57.64 87.59 5.33

CP-2 143.18    —- 293.57 7.82 62.8 87.32 4.08

CPH   —- 110.82 259.97 6.14 61.03 84.02 10.03

CPH-1 132.72   —- 263.42 6.18 59.61 81.72 9.84

CPH-2 137.40   —- 265.27 6.21 57.28 79.75 9.22

higher thermal stability than the pristine
membrane.

4.5 Mechanical Property Studies

The effect of temperature on the mechanical
response of the polymer blend was studied by
DMA and the response curve was plotted in
Figure 6. The response of storage modulus with
the temperature is shown in Figure 6(a). The
storage modulus of CP membrane was higher
than the CP-1 and CP-2 membrane. The
modulus response was gradually changes with
the temperature. The compatibility structure and
degree of crystallinity of the polymer blend plays
a significant effect on the modulus of the
membrane. At 100°C, the highly compatitilized

CP blend provides lower storage modulus than
the CP-1 and CP-2 blend. The higher
temperature enhances the mobility of the chain
thereby fastening the phase transition behavior.
However, the phase transition behavior was
lower for non-compatible CP-1 and CP-2 blend.
The two distinct immiscible phase with higher
crystalline domain delays the phase transition
from glassy to rubbery phase. The compatible
structure and lower degree of crystallinity of
the CP membrane enhances the mobility of
the chain. The mobility of the chain enhances
chain flexibility and reduces storage modulus.
The crosslinking reaction reduces the degree
of crystallinity of the membrane and the
membrane becomes more flexible. The

Code
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depletion of crystalline degree in the blend
enhances the mobility of the chain which
fastening the phase transition. For the cross-
linked membrane, the maximum modulus was
observed in CPH-2 membrane. The storage
modulus of CPH membrane was lower due to
its depleted crystalline domain. The response
of tan δ with temperature for all the polymer
membranes are shown in Figure 6(b). The glass
transition temperature of the polymer
membranes are obtained from the peak of the
tan δ curve. The two stage phase relaxation
was observed in CP-1 and CP-2 blend due to

Figure 6. The effect of temperature on the mechanical response of blends (a) The effect on storage modulus
curve (b) The response of tan δ curve.

non-compatible structure. The similar behavior
was also observed in the DSC heating scan.
During phase relaxation, the first and second
peak corresponds to the glass transition
temperature of chitosan and the polyvinyl
alcohol respectively. But in case CP blend, it
shows one stage phase transition relaxation
and the peak corresponds to the glass
transition temperature of the blend. The glass
transition temperature of the CP blend was
lower than the second stage glass transition
temperature of the CP-1 and CP-2 blend which

signifies the flexibility of the blend. The glass
transition temperature range of the polymer
membranes are similar with the DSC scan.

The elastic modulus of all the polymer
membranes are obtained from the slope of
stress-strain curve and reported in Table 1. The
linear portion of the stress-strain curve was
considered for obtaining the slope. The elastic
modulus of the polymer blend increases with

the increment of chitosan wt. % in the blend.
The maximum modulus was found for CP
membrane followed by CP-1 and CP-2
membrane respectively. The entanglement of
polymer chain in the compatibilized blend
restrict the mobility of chain at lower
temperature. Hence the highly compatible CP
blend provides higher storage modulus than the
non-compatible blend. Although the CP
membrane provides higher modulus but it also
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breaks at higher strain which is beneficial for
practical application. The strong interaction of
the polymer chain as well as its lower crystalline
degree enhances the flexibility of the blend and
the membrane breaks at higher strain. The CP
blend are much more flexible and ductile than
the CP-1 and CP-2 membrane. The
crosslinking reaction reduces the elastic
modulus of the membrane by reducing
crystalline degree and the membrane breaks
at higher strain. The membrane becomes more
flexible and ductile. The tensile strength of all
the polymer membranes are obtained from the
stress-strain curve and reported in Table-1. The
maximum tensile strength was found for CP
membrane followed by CP-1 and CP-2
membrane. The polymer chain are strongly
interacted in CP blend which resulted higher
tensile strength. After crosslinking, the tensile
strength of the blend increases and the CPH
membrane provides maximum strength among
the cross-linked membrane. After crosslinking
reaction, the tensile strength of the CP blend
was increased from 42.08MPa to 46.12MPa.
The SO

4
2- ion of the sulfuric acid strongly linked

the polymer chain via ionic bond thereby
enhancing strength of the blends. Moreover,
the crosslinking reaction reduces modulus of
the blend by consuming crystalline group of
the blend. The polymer chain becomes flexible
and breaks at higher strain. The higher tensile
strength and lower modulus are the favorable
properties of electrolyte membrane for DMFC
design.

4.6 Methanol Cross-over Studies

The methanol cross-over across the polymer
membrane was measured in a glass diffusion
cell using equation (4) and reported in the

Table 1. The test was conducted in a diffusion
cell for 2M methanol feed. The test result
indicates the reduction of methanol cross-over
with the increment of polyvinyl alcohol in the
blend. The CP membrane provides least
methanol cross-over among the pure fabricated
blend. The CP membrane was highly
compatible than the CP-1 and CP-2 membrane.
The amount of free hydroxyl group in the CP
membrane was lower than the CP-1 and CP-2
membrane. The depletion of hydroxyl group with
the increment of polyvinyl alcohol in the blend
are confirmed from IR analysis. The amount of
free hydroxyl group present in the membranes
are responsible for methanol cross-over. The
methanol reacted with the hydroxyl group of
chitosan and PVA in the membrane to form a
strong hydrogen bond[19]. Hence the CP
membrane provides excellent methanol
blocking ability than the CP-1 and CP-2
membrane. The methanol cross-over for the
highly compatible CP membrane is 2.42×10-7

cm2/sec. The methanol cross-over for the CP
membrane is good agreement with the earlier
report[19, 30 &31]. The crosslinking reaction with
sulfuric acid further reduces the methanol
cross-over. The free hydroxyl group present
in the polymer chain are consumed due to
the reaction with sulfonate group. The
polymer chains are linked with each other
by strong ionic bonds and the membrane
becomes more compact and tortuous. There
is a lack of void space available for the
transport of methanol which reduces
methanol cross-over. The methanol cross-over
for CPH membrane was 0.34×10-7 cm2/sec,
which is least among the other cross-linked
membrane. The methanol cross-over of CPH
membrane was lower than the commercial
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N117 membrane [19, 35]. The methanol cross-
over data for CP was quite similar with the
highly effective N212-GO membrane reported
by Bong Gill Choi et al., [36].

4.7 Ionic Conductivity Studies

Randles circuit model parameter: The
electrolyte or membrane bulk resistance is
represented by R

b
 in Ω. The bulk resistance

was obtained by fitting the EIS data in the
model. The R

c
 is the electrode or contact

resistance in Ω and the constant phase element
(CPE) of the model is represented by C

b
 which

is suitable for capacitor in the experiment. The
bulk resistance plays a significant role for the
enhancement of fuel cell performance. The
reduction of bulk resistance increases the open
circuit voltage of the fuel cell which increases
power density.

The membrane bulk resistance of all the
polymer membranes are obtained from the
equivalent randles circuit model and the proton
conductivity was calculated using equation (4).

Figure 7: The equivalent CPE based Randles circuit model for fitting the EIS data and obtaining the
membrane bulk resistance, Rb in Ω.

The values of membrane bulk resistance and
proton conductivity for all the composite
membranes are reported in the Table 3. The
electrolyte resistance increases in the
membrane when the composition of the
polyvinyl alcohol in the blend decreases. The
maximum proton transport resistance was
found in CP-2 membrane followed by CP-1 and
CP membrane respectively. The weight
percentage of chitosan and polyvinyl alcohol
in the polymer blend plays a significant role for
the proton conductivity. The highly compatible
CP blend offers high proton conductivity due to
the reduction of bulk resistance and its higher
IEC. The proton conductivity of the blend
reduces with the increment of chitosan in the
blend which was observed for CP-1 and CP-2
membrane. The proton conductivity values of
all the membranes are reported at 28°C and
70°C. The effect of temperature on the proton
conductivity of blend is shown in Fig. 8(a). The
proton conductivity of the cross-linked
membrane was far higher than the pristine
membrane. The crosslinking reaction enhances
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TABLE 3: Membrane resistance (Rb) and Proton conductivity (σ) of the composite membranes obtained at room
temperature (28°C) and 70°C.

Sample Code Membrane Resistance, Rb (ΩΩΩΩΩ) Proton Conductivity, σσσσσ (Scm-1) ×10-3

28°C 70°C 28°C 70°C

CP 278.51 226.29 0.13 0.16

CP-1 402.29 329.15 0.09 0.11

CP-2 905.17 517.24 0.04 0.07

CPH 32.32 26.23 1.12 1.38

CPH-1 53.24 38.93 0.68 0.93

CPH-2 77.03 51.72 0.47 0.70

the proton transport site in the membrane which
increases the proton conductivity. The proton
is transported through the electrolyte
membrane by two key mechanism (i) Grotthus
(ii) vehicular mechanism[37]. Generally, proton
transported by Grotthus mechanism provides
higher proton conductivity. In Grotthus
mechanism, protons are conducted at hydrated
condition by combination with free water to from
hydronium ion. At low temperature, IEC and
the free water content in the membrane plays
a significant effect on proton conductivity [38].
Due to the presence of free water, the rate of
proton transport through the membrane was
regulated by Grotthus mechanism. At higher
temperature, 70°C and low humidity condition,
proton transport through the membrane was
controlled by vehicular mechanism. Due to the
lack of free water, water molecules will come
together to form water cluster which act as a
vehicle for proton transport. The proton transport
by vehicular mechanism is lower than the

Grotthus mechanism. For that reason, the
pristine chitosan-PVA blend provides lower
proton conductivity. But in case of cross-linked
membrane, the sulfonate group creates a strong
bonding with water and the water molecules
will not escape easily even at boiling
temperature of water. The presence of water in
the polymer chain facilitates proton transport
by Grotthus mechanism. The proton was
transported through the membrane by the
combined effect of Grotthus and vehicular
mechanism. Moreover, the addition of sulfonate
group protonated amine group thereby
enhancing the proton transport channel in the
membrane. Hence the proton conductivity of
cross-linked blend is higher than pure blend.
The maximum proton conductivity was found
for CPH membrane. For cross-linked
membrane, temperature plays a significant role
for the enhancement of proton conductivity. For
CPH membrane. The threefold increase of the

proton conductivity was observed with the
increment of temperature from 28 to 70°C. The
increment of temperature enhances the

mobility of the proton which increases proton
conductivity.

The activation energy required for proton
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transport in the composite membrane was
obtained from the relationship between the
proton conductivity and temperature. The
temperature dependency on the mobility of
proton transport is expressed in the form of
Arrhenius equation.  The Arrhenius equation
for evaluating activation energy is represented
in the following expression

             (7)

Here, σ and σ
0
 are the proton conductivity and

pre-exponential factor of membrane
respectively, in S cm–1, Ea is the activation
energy required for proton transport in kJ/mol.,
R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol.
K) and T is the absolute temperature in K. The
activation energy of the composite membranes
were evaluated from the slope of the curve
plotted between ln σ vs 1000/T. The Arrhenius
plot for the proton conductivity data is shown
in Fig. 8(b). The proton conductivity data points
are fitted with linear fitting in origin software
and the activation energy was obtained from
the slope of the curve. The activation energy of

Figure 8. (a) The variation of the proton conductivity of blends with temperature (b) The Arrhenius plot for the
evaluation of activation energy.

all the membranes are evaluated to predict the
effect of temperature on the mobility of proton
transport. From the slope of the Arrhenius plot,
activation energy of the membranes are
obtained in the range of 4.26-11.38 kJ/mol. The
activation energy reported for the commercial
membrane N112 and N117 are 10.39 and 7.46
kJ/mol. respectively[30, 39]. The activation energy
reported for CP membrane was quite lower than
the CP-1 and CP-2 membrane. It signifies the
dependency of temperature on the mobility of
proton transport with the enhancement of
chitosan in the blend. The degree of
incompatibility increases the activation energy
of the blend and temperature plays a significant
role on the mobility of proton transport. On the
other hand there was a least effect of
temperature on the mobility of proton transport
in highly compatible CP membrane.
Furthermore the crosslinking reaction
significantly reduces the activation energy of
the blend which was observed in CPH and CPH-
2 membrane. This indicates that the
crosslinking reaction alleviating the mobility of
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proton transport in the polymer channel. The
activation energy reported for CPH membrane,
4.16 kJ/mol. is lower than the CPH-2
membrane, 8.13 kJ/mol. On the other hand,
the activation energy of CP-2 membrane upon
crosslinking shows contrasting trend. After
crosslinking, the activation energy increases
from 4.68 kJ/mol. for pure CP-1 membrane to
6.21kJ/mol. for CPH-1 membrane. The reason
for the increment of activation energy in the
membrane was quite unclear and may be the
possibility of the lack of chemical reaction on
the blend during crosslinking reaction with
sulfuric acid. The increment of activation energy
in the membrane decreases proton conductivity
at lower temperature. The mobility of the proton
transport was suppressed by the lack of
sulfonic group on the polymer channel which
depleted the proton transport channel.

The membrane selectivity (S) of the composite
membrane was calculated from the
relationship between proton conductivity and
methanol permeability. The general expression

for calculating membrane selectivity is given
below

  (8)

The membrane selectivity of the different
composite membranes are obtained at room
temperature and reported in the Table 4. For
the pure blend, CP membrane provides higher
membrane selectivity than CP-1 and CP-2
membrane. The methanol cross-over across
the membrane greatly influenced the membrane
selectivity. The CP membrane provides
favorable proton conductivity and lower
methanol permeability. After crosslinking
reaction with sulfuric acid a significant
improvement of membrane selectivity was
observed in the membrane. The crosslinking
reaction not only increases proton conductivity
but also blocking the transport of methanol
through the polymer channel. It was observed
that the crosslinking reaction of CP membrane
increases the membrane selectivity form

TABLE 4: The ionic conductivity (σ), methanol permeability (P) and membrane selectivity (S) values for the polymer
electrolyte membrane obtained at room temperature (28°C).

Sample Code Proton Conductivity, Methanol Permeability, Membrane Selectivity,
 σσσσσ (S/cm)×10-3  P (cm2/sec.)×10-7  S (S.sec./cm3)×103

CP 0.13 2.42 0.54

CP-1 0.09 3.18 0.28

CP-2 0.011 4.67 0.024

CPH 1.12 0.34 32.94

CPH-1 0.68 1.46 4.65

CPH-2 0.47 1.74 2.71

N117[19] 71 5.2 139.2

N212-GO[36] 40 0.792 50.51
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0.54×103 to 32×103 S.sec./cm3. Although the
reported values are far lower than the
commercial N117 and N212-GO membrane but
it is encouraging for the further development.
The cross-linked membrane provides higher
membrane selectivity which is beneficial for
direct methanol fuel cell design.

CONCLUSION

The weight ratio of chitosan and polyvinyl
alcohol in the blend significantly affects its
physiochemical properties. The incompatible
blend shows dual stage phase relaxation
during phase transition and also provides
higher glass transition temperature. The
crosslinking reaction depleted the crystalline
degree of all the blends which fastening the
phase transition from glassy to rubbery state
and reduces glass transition temperature. The
cross-linked membrane shows excellent
thermal stability up to 450°C due to the
strong intermolecular ionic bond. But when
the temperature exceed 450°C, sulfonic acid
catalyzed oxidation reaction which degraded
the polymer chain faster. The cross-linked
membrane provides higher tensile strength
and lower storage modulus which are
favorable properties of fuel cell membrane.
The crosslinking reaction alleviating the
mobility of proton transport and the activation
energy of highly performed CPH blend (4.16
kJ/mol.) is quite lower than the N117
membrane. The protonation of amine group
enhances ionic conductivity in a cross-linked
blend. At 70°C, the CPH membrane provides
superior proton conductivity, 1.38×10-3 S/cm.
The crosslinking reaction prevents the loss
of water at 70°C and the proton transport was

controlled by both Grotthus and vehicular
mechanism. The reduction of methanol
cross-over across the cross-l inked
membrane enhances membrane selectivity.
The cross-linked membrane provides lower
methanol permeability and excellent proton
conductivity which is beneficial for direct
methanol fuel cell design.
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